
   DESCRIPTION    

The gas heating continuous fixation machine is mainly used for batch production of green
tea, oolong tea, herbal tea, Ivan tea, etc.
It has the advantages of controllable temperature, high production efficiency, and low labor
costs.
This kind of fixation machine uses gas heating, using three stages of fire platters, the working
temperature of each section can be adjusted. Because the tea fixation follows the order from
high temperature to low temperature. Therefore, the tea made by this machine is more even,
the green color is better, and the aroma is more sufficient.
Automatic solenoid valve design, heating automatically starts and stops, the solenoid valve
automatically closes when the temperature reaches the set temperature, and the machine
stops heating. When the temperature is lower than the set temperature, the solenoid valve
opens and the machine reheats, which can save fuel.
Equipped with a water vapor discharge system to discharge hot and humid exhaust gas from
the machine to make the tea color look good and avoid quality degradation.

   ADVANTAGE    

1. There are three valves at the bottom, which can be manually ignited in case of power
failure, so tea leaves are not wasted.
2. Double ignition needles and fully automatic ignition coils ensure 100% successful ignition
and no waste of fuel.
3. Preserve the design of the combustion head of the constant burning flame, reserve the
constant burning flame after the ignition is successful, re-ignite from the constant burning
flame, reduce the pressure of the ignition needle and the ignition coil, and improve the
service life.
4. The inner cylinder adopts 3.5mm thick steel plate to prevent the deformation of the
cylinder body at high temperature, the work can store energy, the heat loss is less, the
temperature change is smaller, and the energy is more energy-saving.

   APPLICATION    

Heating Continuous Steaming Machine is suitable for processing black / green / oolong / white
/ dark / herbal tea, the following is the working time required for the above tea production.

 Type Of Tea  Working Time
 Green Tea  4-6 Minutes
 Oolong Tea  4-6 Minutes
 Herbal Tea  4-6 Minutes

The above data is for reference only, and the specific processing time shall be determined
according to the actual situation.

   SPECIFICATION 
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Heating Continuous Steaming Machine specification list:

Model DL-6CSTL-Q100
Dimension 1420×6500×2810 mm

Voltage 380/50 V/Hz
Drum inner diameter 1000 mm

Drum inner length 4800 mm

Drive motor
Power 4 KW
Speed 1400 rpm

Voltage 380 V

Air exhausting
motor

Power 370 W
Speed 1400

Voltage 380 V
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Drum speed 5-37 min
Heating type Gas

Efficiency 400 kg/h

Specification of all of Gas Heating Continuous Steaming Machine.

Model 6CSTL-Q80 6CSTL-Q100
Drum Diameter 80 cm 100 cm
Drum Length 400 cm 480 cm

Capacity 200 kg/h 400 kg/h

If you have special need, it can be customized according to the needs of customers.

   PHOTOS    
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   CONTACT    

If you are interested in this product, please contact us to get the
price.

↑ ↑ Click the icon to get the latest price directly ↑ ↑

https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=+8618120033767&text=I want know the price of this product : DL-6CSTL-Q100
https://m.me/Shayehuangteamachinery


↓ ↓  You can also leave your contact information at the bottom.
We usually contact you in about 10 minutes ↓ ↓


